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COMING EVENTS (subject to change and confirmation closer to the event) 

03 Mar: Evening Meeting - Jonathan Hunt – Memories of #92 
17 Mar: Morning Meeting – Adele Pentony-Graham – Thadophile & Clareville Cemetery 
31 Mar: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 

07 Apr: Evening Meeting – Bobbie Aymes – Great Grandma and her sisters or  
Graham Price Convict Ancestor 

21 Apr: Morning Meeting – Diane Fraser – Queensland Research 
28 Apr: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 

05 May: Evening Meeting – Warwick Johnston - Hutt History 
19 May: Morning Meeting – Elaine and Ron Keown -  Emily‟s Trunk 
26 May: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 
 
02 Jun: Evening Meeting – Natasha, Petone Settlers Museum  
16 Jun: Morning Meeting -Kelly Crandle - Taita Cemetery 
30 Jun: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 

07 Jul: Keith Griffith - Adoption 
14 Jul: David Lee Smith - Early American History 
28 Jul: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 

04 Aug: Vicky Alexander - WOA History 
18 Aug: Malcolm McGregor - Plimmers Ark & Early Wellington History 
25 Aug: Research - The Library is open from 6.00pm until around 9pm for Members‟ Research 

EVENING MEETING 3 MARCH - JONATHAN HUNT – MEMORIES OF #92 

The Rt Hon Jonathan Hunt MP and Speaker of the House, has been a member of the NZSG since 
its early days in West Auckland. He joined the NZSG in July 1968 and his membership number is 92!  

MORNING MEETING 17 MARCH – ADELE PENTONY-GRAHAM – THADOPHILE & CLAREVILLE 
CEMETERY 

Adele is English by birth and lives near the Clareville Cemetery. She is secretary of the Carterton 
Historical Society and has taken on the task of discovering who the people are lying buried in 
unmarked graves in the Carterton cemetery. Adele does a large amount of research on Carterton 
Settlers and early Carterton. Also does work on the other Cemeteries such as Greytown, 
Featherstone Is very knowledgeable about Carterton and its environs. 

Friends come and go, but relatives tend to accumulate 

 



 

 

NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATES  - ORDER NOW BEFORE ITS TOO LATE! 

It is very likely that laws will be passed soon and at little, or no notice restricting public access to 
copies of New Zealand birth, marriage and death certificates.  

It is proposed that the following closure periods will be: Births -100 years,  Marriages - 80 years and 
Deaths - 60 years. The digital copy (i.e. photocopy of the original) is the cheapest and the most 
reliable option to ask for. 

Phone Births, Deaths and Marriages on 0800 22 52 52 for enquiries and credit card orders. 

SCOTTISH INTEREST GROUP--GREATER WELLINGTON 

http://www.worldzone.net/social/scotgroup 

Research Afternoon at the Porirua Library, Porirua 
Corner Norrie and Parumoana Streets 
Sunday 6th March, 1 - 4 pm 
Door charge $2 

Our group's Scottish county folders plus all the genealogical resources of the Porirua Library will be 
available. The Library is open from 12 noon.  ALL WELCOME 

Contact: Pen Brown, penbrown@globe.net.nz 

RESEARCH DAY COMING IN JULY  -Watch this space! 
 

SPEAKERS REVIEW 

Evening Meeting 3 February - Sandra‟s Genealogical Basket - Sandra Greig, NZSGHV  

Last year our branch president spoke to numerous groups as part of her efforts to spread the joys of 
genealogy. However many of our own branch members had never heard Sandra‟s speech and so it 
was with anticipation we sat down to be enthralled with the contents of Sandra‟s basket. The large 
cane woven basket in itself was not significant, but its contents were: a large circular family tree 
contained the family of A.H. Carman who wrote “Tawa Flat and The Old Porirua Road,1840-1970”, a 
large tea towel of the Queen‟s family tree, two large picture framed family trees of Sandra‟s various 
families, a book on William Barnes, the Dorset Poet, Sandra‟s genealogical note books, but the 
folder that I found the most interesting was about Sandra‟s husband. And it was about Sandra‟s 
husband that much of the talk hinged.  

Norman was the youngest son of Albert and Doris Greig, but it was not until he was 12 that he 
became aware of his history. He had grown up in Oamaru, believing he was the only son of his Uncle 
and Aunt and it was a note home from school referring to him as a foster child that shattered this 
illusion. Albert and Doris had had four sons by the time Doris was 21. Unable to cope with Albert‟s 
mental fragility and the demands of her young family, she organised for Albert to be committed to a 
mental institution and then walked out on her family. The boys were : Wesley (4 yrs), Frank (3 yrs) 
Ross (2 yrs) and baby Norman (9 mths). They were all shared out amongst relatives in Southland. 

With a keen genealogist for a wife, the missing “Doris” was not going to be missing for long. Sandra 
was determined to find her mother-in-law.  Following up Albert was easy. There were his Asylum 
records, but Doris appeared to have vanished off the face of the earth. The years passed. Sandra 
tried every avenue she could think off in New Zealand and Australia to find the elusive Doris. 
Bemoaning this fact, after a speaking engagement, a fellow … stated that he might be able to help. 
He was a private investigator and for a fee he would undertake the search. Sandra vows that it was 
the best money ever spent. 

Several weeks later, he returned with the vital information, but with also the sad news that they had 
just missed her, for she had recently died, about the same time as Sandra had initiated the search. 
Doris had remained hidden from view as she shifted regularly and so was never on any electoral roll. 
She had changed her name several times and had lived in a de facto relationship thereby dodging 
the formality of marriage records. She had never left New Zealand, working in canning factories 
before taking up the roll of post mistress in several parts of New Zealand.  



 

 

A phone call to family mentioned on the death notice turned out to be to the neighbour‟s house. The 
neighbour was due to inherit the house and Doris‟s wealth. Sandra, incensed by the fact the little 
boys had been left parentless, organised for the Family Protection Act to be invoked. Eventually a 
decision was made by the courts to split the inheritance five ways, a portion to each of the sons and 
a portion to the neighbour. The story reached the front page of the Evening Post and was later part 
of a television programme. A copy of the Post story was tucked into the folder that Sandra had 
brought along. A large photo of Doris was on the front page, along with a photo of her boys taken in 
their teens.        

A keen genealogist and a capable speaker, Sandra has many stories to tell about her family 
research. I have just highlighted one story from the evening. Thank you, Sandra. 

Bobbie Amyes 

SPEAKER'S REVIEW - PERILS OF GENEALOGY - Deb Beban 

I noticed in the Hutt News the title of my talk was mistakes, blind alleys and bloopers. Sorry it is not 
to be that but just Perils of a Genealogy or How not to do genealogy 

What is Genealogy? 

Heaven for hoarders or a legitimate reason to be a gatherer and hoarder of paper. Isn‟t that 
wonderful or is it a peril of genealogy? I leave that for you to decide. 

Rule # 1: - If you take lecture notes, on how to do genealogy frequently refer to those notes 

I recently re read notes I had taken in 1999 during a lecture by Janice Cloud, a genealogist of some 
30 + years involvement in genealogical research and a member of the US Association of 
Professional Genealogists and do you know she had some very sensible and obvious tips and hints 
for the amateur genealogist. If only I had re read these same notes many times during the last 5 
years I would have saved myself some hours in fruitless research. I now have these notes attached 
to the side of my computer and frequently cast my eye over them when researching. Some of the 
points she made are quite logical some I needed to know and others I needed to be reminded of.  

Rule # 2:- Note and record every source and location 

The early January summer weather, which necessitated I spent more time indoors than is normal for 
summer I decided to sort through all my folders. I only have 10 ring binders, and tidy, collate, index 
and generally organise into a more orderly and readily accessible fashion the information I had 
collected thus far was the order of the day! In conjunction with sorting all the paper I had amassed, 
updating my FH programme was also a priority. Thankfully the weather played it‟s part in this and not 
only did I renew connections with cousins in far flung places of the world, and find new cousins BUT I 
also discovered some earlier data I had been busy collecting and inputting into the FH programme 
had no sources or locations recorded, and of course I could not locate the original notebooks, in 
which I had so carefully recorded the information at the time of discovery! I had put it away for 
safekeeping as one does Grrrrrrr, so I spent many an hour hunting through drawers, manila folders, 
concertina folders and many other places they could possibly be or so I thought pursuing these lost 
notebooks and then spent an equal amount of time on the internet tracking down those forgotten 
sources and locations. One of the most frustrating parts in this whole exercise has been I have 
nobody to blame but myself for my earlier ineptitude! What a waste of precious research time.  

Even as recently as a couple of weeks ago I forgot to record part of a source detail, I was so excited 
to have hunted down a couple of marriages and a death that I been looking for some years I forgot 
to note the quarter the events took place, to my cost because it now means I have to spend extra 
money to purchase more credits to use on the web site 1837 on line to send the correct details to the 
UK to purchase the certificates I need. I know I can go to the National Library in Wellington and go 
through the U K microfiche to locate it but I find there is something quite hedonistic sitting at my 
computer in night attire first thing in the morning with a cup of freshly brewed coffee of one‟s choice 
poring over pages on birth, marriages and death index 

Be very specific and make sure authors, titles, page #s publishers etc are recorded for all sources 
and locations 

Rule # 3: - record your research progress, both positive and negative 



 

 

I had listened to several professional genealogists, Jan Cloud, Sherry Irvine, Michael Gandy, to 
name a few, speak of the need to maintain a research diary, but just didn‟t bother, thinking I knew 
better that I would remember just what, where and when I had researched. Oh boy have I been 
proved wrong in that thought many times over. In fact until I woke up to just how important this was I 
have wasted precious time and money on repeating research I had done in earlier days of my 
interest/hobby/ (or some in my family would say my obsession) to trace my ancestral roots. Keep a 
record of every piece of information found and record in a diary the date, where the research was 
done, and what was found or not as the case may be. The information may not fit with what you are 
currently doing but somewhere down the track it may be just what you need to fill a gap! And don‟t 
forget where you keep the diary. 

Rule # 4: - perform frequent up to date back ups of data and keep the back up somewhere other 
than with the computer in case of fire, theft and vandalism 

Please do make back ups of your family History programme especially if it is on computer. I hadn‟t 
been quite so thorough in doing back ups of my data but last year I up graded my computer at the 
same time as upgrading my FH programme so did back ups of everything before change over day. 
Just as well, as while learning my way around the new computer I somehow emptied my FH 
programme of all the data of the past years collecting. After many minutes of hysterical, tearful 
panicking and the need for a dose of modern day smelling salts in the liquid form I realised that I had 
done backups of the program and data on a floppy disc, and CD so nervously inserted the backup 
CD followed the prompts and there on the computer screen appeared all my years of collected data. 
Lesson learnt so now any time I enter new data it is backed up on both floppy and CD as well as a 
paper copy printed. It may seem over the top but no way do I ever again want to experience that 
dreadful sinking feeling of looking at a programme empty of data. One day in the future the media 
used to store backups will no doubt become obsolete but paper will live on though the ink may fade 
in time. 

Rule # 5: - Do try to maintain your sudden thought notebook 

Last year I purchased a small notebook to record all those sudden thoughts that genealogists seem 
to have at the strangest of times. I even attached a pen to it so there would be no need to hunt one 
down when a sudden thought occurred. The notebook is most times with me, in my handbag when I 
am away from home just in case I may pass by the National Library or Archives NZ with a few 
moments to spare. When I have a sudden flash of inspiration I record it in the notebook with the date 
the thought occurred and when I have found the answer I then mark in red the date the thought was 
actioned. Now I check the notebook the last date for a thought was 21 August 2004. The idea is 
good in theory and almost good in practise. Trouble is I like many people I would assume have these 
thoughts in the middle of the night and somehow I doubt my husband would appreciate my turning 
on the bedside light and scribbling in a notebook even though he does indulge me over my 
genealogy obsession so I have to try to bring these thoughts back to the forefront of my mind when 
day dawns and sometimes this does not happen as hoped. 

Rule #6: - Don‟t try to do all your research at once as it is a sure bet that something will be missed 
and it may be just that one piece of vital information you have been searching for 

Too many films so little time. How many of you have had that experience? So much to follow up so 
little time to do so.  

A major genealogy peril for me is that I always seem to have films waiting at the Family History 
Centre at Totara Park. I have several times had many arguments with myself about the number of 
films I keep ordering. It is all very well ordering the films but then they have to be read! At the 
beginning of each year before the Family History centre opens I decide I will only order one film at a 
time, thus lessening the pressure on myself to get the film read in the allotted 3 weeks, and lowering 
the risk of missing some vital piece of the jigsaw I am trying to fit together. The decision is only 
temporary and I cannot resist the need to order several films at any one time. At the moment for 
example I have 2 films waiting to be read and only a short time left in which to read them, hopefully 
on Saturday I shall get at least one finished. But I am determined to have further discussions with 
myself and try to keep to one film on order at any time. No more of the marathons efforts of past 
years where I have sat for 4 hrs solid in front of a film reader with energy levels boosted by only a 
couple of boiled lollies. May be famous last words who knows!



 

 

Some tips and statements I have gathered along the way which I think are quite pertinent 

 Post on as many message boards on the Internet as possible but use common sense. Don‟t post 
home address or home phone # 

 It only takes one person to make a connection with someone in your family line and that one 
person may hold the key to opening up a wealth of information on your family, so don‟t give up 
hope. 

 When you get stuck move to the next line or investigate the brothers or sisters of your ancestor  

And my favourite is this off the NZ rootsweb mailing list from a lister called Michael, and was labelled 
„Bragging or keeping silent about the nature of the families we research.‟ I quote “who cares about 
the Lords. Most people had ordinary lives. Just keep enjoying what you are doing. The best reward 
from this hobby is the associated learning that goes with the discovery and then being able to tell 
your family about the past and where we come from”  

Thank you Deb for the copy of your notes. 

CELEBRATING VALENTINE'S DAY 

During the reign of Emperor Claudius II marriage was forbidden as he wanted more men to become 
soldiers, but a Roman priest named Valentine defied the law and married couples in secret. 
Valentine was, eventually found out and incarcerated for defying the Emperor and failing to renounce 
his faith. While in prison, awaiting his death sentence, he befriended the jailer's daughter. He was 
eventually beheaded, it is believed on 14th February 269 A.D. and after his death she received a 
letter from him thanking her for her friendship and loyalty which he signed 'Your Valentine'. It is 
believed he also wrote to his friends asking them to remember 'their Valentine'. 

Gradually February 14th became the date for exchanging love messages and St. Valentine became 
the patron Saint of lovers.  

February 14th is one of the most popular days of the year to be married in Scotland's wedding 
capital, Gretna Green. To read more please follow the link  

http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/index.php?area=content/features/gretna 

Following the release of New Year data, visitors to site www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk can now access 
records from the Statutory Register of Births for 1904, the Statutory Register of Marriages for 1929, 
and the Statutory Register of Deaths for 1954. 

ScotlandsPeople newsletter Feb 05 

BASTARDY AND BABY FARMING IN VICTORIAN ENGLAND 

an extract of an essay written 1989-1990 by Dorothy L. Haller  

http://www.loyno.edu/~history/journal/1989-0/haller.htm 

Illegitimacy had always been stigmatised in English Society. Since the 17th and the 18th centuries, 
the negative attitude toward bastards was evident in legislation which denied them assistance from 
the poor rates. Justices were merely to see that the parents supported their child, not to enforce 
morality. Rates being administered in a more benevolent manner than intended, a rise in illegitimacy, 
and an increase in the number of forced marriages all collided with the Evangelical and Utilitarian 
philosophies of Victorian England; in 1834 the Poor Laws were reformed. Poverty and illegitimacy 
were moral issues which needed to be remedied, and the New Poor Law was designed to restore 
virtue and stimulate thrifty, industrious workers. The Bastardy Clause absolved the putative father of 
any responsibility for his bastard child and socially and economically victimised the mother in an 
effort to restore female morality. Its enactment fomented the growth of a modern and murderous 
form of an old institution, baby farming, which preyed on the infants of these humiliated and 
alienated mothers. Despite the tremendous toll it took on the lives of innocent children, the 
Victorians' fear of government intervention into social reform and the Victorian ideal of the inviolability 
of the family prevented its reform until the end of the 19th century.  

Prior to the 19th century, the Poor Law of 1733 stipulated that the putative father was responsible for 
the maintenance of his illegitimate child. If he failed to support the child, the mother could have him 

http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/index.php?area=content/features/gretna
http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/
http://www.loyno.edu/~history/journal/1989-0/haller.htm


 

 

arrested on a justice's warrant and put in prison until he agreed to do so. Local authorities issued 
public funds to maintain the mother and her child until the father could do so. Those public funds 
were to be reimbursed by the putative father, though this rarely happened. In an attempt to stem the 
rising costs of poor relief, the local authorities attempted to reduce their liability for illegitimate 
children by forcing the fathers to marry the mothers.  

In the 1833 Poor Law Report, the Commission Report on Bastardy, appointed the previous year to 
investigate the situation, revealed that the Poor Laws encouraged licentiousness and illegitimacy 
because parish relief was so readily accessible for bastards and their mothers. More relief was 
issued to maintain illegitimate children than to support legitimate children. Not only were the mother 
and child given relief, but costs were rising because mothers were shipped back to their original 
parishes to avoid long term responsibility for their illegitimate children. Young men, accused solely 
on the word of the mothers and unable to pay the surety, were, innocent or guilty, forced into early 
and unsuitable marriages which the commission felt were detrimental to the country.  

Their recommendations formed the basis of the Bastardy Clause in the New Poor Law of 1834. All 
illegitimate children (after the act of 1834) were to be the sole responsibility of their mothers until 
they were 16 years old. The mothers of bastard children were placed in the same category as 
widows for poor relief. They were expected to support themselves and their offspring. If they were 
unable to do so they would have to enter the workhouse in their parish. There would no longer be 
any penal sanctions against either the mother or the father for non support of their illegitimate 
children; the putative father for the first time was absolved of any responsibility for his illegitimate 
offspring.  

Promiscuity had to be punished in the most efficient and least costly manner possible and the 
Commission exploited social and economic censure of fallen women in the hopes of reforming this 
immoral behaviour. The new law singled out women alone to face the humiliation of illegitimacy, a 
fate that some lawmakers admitted was undesirable, but necessary. Their guilt was evident, and the 
method of forcing young men into marriage had proven ineffective and costly.  

There were limited employment opportunities for young single women who were pregnant or who 
had illegitimate infants. The majority of them turned to factory or domestic service or embroidery, 
lace making, and trim work on ladies clothing -- "fancy work." All of these forms of employment kept 
them under the close scrutiny of their employers. It was impossible to conceal their condition in the 
latter stages of pregnancy, and they were fired immediately when it was discovered. Young mothers 
were forced to look for new employment after the baby was born, but their efforts were hampered 
because they could not return to work with an illegitimate child in tow. Childbirth brought fear of 
starvation for the mother and her child, alienation from family and friends, and censure from society, 
relief agencies, and employers. In desolation and shame, young unwed mothers placed their infants 
in workhouses where their survival was questionable, committed infanticide, or turned to baby 
farmers, who specialised in the premeditated and systematic murder of illegitimate infants.  

Baby farmers, the majority of whom were women, ran ads in newspapers which catered to working 
class girls. On any given day a young mother could find at least a dozen ads in the Daily Telegraph, 
and in the Christian Times, soliciting for the weekly, monthly, or yearly care of infants. All these 
advertisements were aimed at the mothers of illegitimate babies who were having difficulty finding 
employment with the added liability of a child. A typical ad might read:  

NURSE CHILD WANTED, OR TO ADOPT -- The Advertiser, a Widow with a little family of her own, and moderate 

allowance from her late husband's friends, would be glad to accept the charge of a young child. Age no object. If sickly 

would receive a parent's care. Terms, Fifteen Shillings a month; or would adopt entirely if under two months for the small 

sum of Twelve pounds. 

This ad may have been misleading to the general public, but it read like a coded message to unwed 
mothers. The information about the character and financial condition of the person soliciting for 
nurse children appears to be acceptable at first glance, but no name and no address is given. No 
references are asked for and none are offered. The sum of 15s a week to keep an infant or a sickly 
child was inadequate, and a sickly child and an infant under two months were the least likely to 
survive and the cheapest to bury. Infants were taken no questions asked and it was understood that 
for 12 pounds no questions were expected to be asked. The transaction between the mother and the 
babyfarmer usually took place in a public place, on public transportation, or through a second party. 



 

 

No personal information was exchanged, the money was paid, and the transaction was complete. 
The mother knew she would never see her infant alive again.  

Twelve pounds was a great deal of money for a young girl on her own, but baby farmers were 
interested in only one thing, "How much money have you got; or, how much can you get from the 
father of the child." Paying the twelve pounds was certainly preferable to the exposure of the affair 
and an unwanted bastard child. When the desperate young mother asked for help from her seducer, 
she may well have received the twelve pounds and a copy of an ad like the one before mentioned. 
The problem would betaken care of once and for all; it would not cause him any future 
embarrassment. They were released from a shameful burden and the innocent infant was 
condemned to death. 

The primary objective of professional baby farmers was to solicit as many sickly infants or infants 
under two months as possible, because life was precarious for them and their deaths would appear 
more natural. They would adopt the infants for a set fee and get rid of them as quickly as possible in 
order to maximise their profits. The infants were kept drugged on laudanum, paregoric, and other 
poisons, and fed watered down milk laced with lime. They quickly died of thrush induced by 
malnutrition and fluid on the brain due to excessive doses of strong narcotics. The costs of burial 
was avoided by wrapping the naked bodies of the dead infants in old newspapers and damping them 
in a deserted area, or by throwing them in the Thames.  

Older infants were also lucrative. These babies, whose young mothers struggled to support and to 
visit them on a regular basis, were the ones who suffered a slow and agonising death. Babies 
accepted under these conditions had to be healthy and robust. They were profitable because they 
could withstand the most abuse before they finally succumbed; the longer they lasted, the longer the 
weekly fees were paid. To insure maximum profits the farmers would slowly starve the infants to 
death. The mothers continued to work night and day to support their infants believing they were 
being well cared for only to watch them slowly waste away. 

One famous case was of Mary Hall, a lying-in house owner. Neighbours reported a steady stream of 
young pregnant women entering her home, but infants were never heard crying or seen leaving the 
premises. Those infants that lived long enough were farmed out, those that did not were buried in 
the backyard or dumped on some dark street. Neighbours reported seeing Mr. Hall feeding small 
bloody lumps (believed to be aborted foetuses) to his cats. When Mrs. Hall was finally arrested, she 
had 800 pounds in her possession; evidence of just how lucrative her murderous business was.  

Reform of the Bastardy Laws paralleled the fight for the protection of infant life, and in 1872 they 
were amended to make the putative father equally liable for the support of the illegitimate child until 
the age of 16, and it enabled the poor law boards to aid mothers in obtaining support for their 
children. This law served as the basis of dealing with the financial management of illegitimate 
children until 1957. 

WEBSITES 

 Baby farming 

http://www.thamesvalley.police.uk/about/museum/dyer4.htm 

http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~adoption/topics/babyfarming.html 

http://www.loyno.edu/~history/journal/1989-0/haller.htm 

http://www.richard.clark32.btinternet.co.uk/babyfarm.html 

 The new on-line New Zealand encyclopaedia (submitted by Carol Ann Mason 

http://www.teara.govt.nz/  

I believe we are the first country to attempt this. Other countries have followed and learnt from their 
mistakes. The site is searchable and I've found accounts of immigration to New Zealand. It certainly 
provides some good background information. More flesh on the bones! One thing they have is the 
1966 Encyclopaedia of New Zealand, while it may seem like history it is interesting to see how New 
Zealand was seen at that time. 
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FINAL NOTE 

Any contributions to the newsletters for April need to be received by the editor by the last Thursday 
in March, the  31st of March 2005. Thank you to all those who contributed. 

SONG -- BUTTERCUP 

A many years ago,  
When I was young and charming,  
As some of you may know,  
I practised baby-farming.  
ALL  
Now this is most alarming!  
When she was young and charming,  
She practised baby-farming,  
A many years ago.  
BUT  
Two tender babes I nursed:  
One was of low condition,  
The other, upper crust,  
A regular patrician.  
ALL (explaining to each other).  
Now, this is the position:  
One was of low condition,  
The other a patrician,  
A many years ago.  
BUT  
Oh, bitter is my cup!  
However could I do it?  
I mixed those children up,  
And not a creature knew it!  
ALL  
However could you do it?  
Some day, no doubt, you'll rue it,  
Although no creature knew it,  
So many years ago.  
BUT  
In time each little waif  
Forsook his foster-mother,  
The well born babe was Ralph--  
Your captain was the other!!!  
ALL  
They left their foster-mother,  
The one was Ralph, our brother,  
Our captain was the other,  
A many years ago. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you mean my Birth Certificate expired? 

 


